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Lidl, Easter Road, Edinburgh
Installing steel sheet piles for new Lidl store.

Aarsleff Ground Engineering was awarded the sheet piling 

contract by Clark Contracts, a privately owned construction, 

refurbishment and maintenance main contractor, to facilitate the 

construction of a new Lidl store on Easter Road in Edinburgh, 

part of an old defunct B&Q site. 

Aarsleff supplied and installed 236No 600mm steel sheet piles with 

a TM13116 Sl rig with hydropress and advance pre-auger to act 

as a retention wall for an existing structure acting in temporary 

and permanent conditions, and to facilitate the new 28,000ft2 

store’s underground car park. 

Ross Millar, Lidl’s Managing Director in Scotland said: “We’re 

proud to have served the people of Edinburgh for over 20 

years and this latest announcement highlights our continued 

commitment to best serving our customers there.”  

Project concluded on time and budget despite challenging design 

and technical issues.

Aarsleff Ground Engineering’s site foreman Joseph Mills said: 

“Every job has its own little challenges but it’s only as difficult as 

you make it and it always helps to have good team around you”

Scope of Works

236 No. 600mm Steel Sheet 

Piles

Client

Lidl UK

Contractor

Clark Contracts

Construction period

14th September - 29th 

September 2017

Aarsleff Ground Engineering Ltd, is the UK trading arm 

of Danish contracting giant Per Aarsleff A/S, and is one 

of the UK’s leading piling and geotechnical design and 

installation specialist contractors; actively promoting 

early consultation to ensure each scheme can be Value 

Engineered to give clients the best service, quality design, 

safety and value. Aarsleff ’s strategy and philosophy of 

investment into the future has resulted in its wholly owned 

subsidiary Centrum Pile Ltd having the most advanced 

precast pile production facilities in the UK, producing 

segmentally jointed precast concrete piles to BS En12794 to 

Class 1A.
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